
Video Surveillance BanKit Solution for 
State of the Art

Banking Operations  



Cyber secure IP communications 
between end points and across the entire 
surveillance network.

Evidential quality still images and HD 
video for face detection and facial 
recognition.

Deeply integrated video analytics, using 
common server for VMS to optimize cost.

Smart data extracted from surveil-
lance cameras for business intelli-
gence.

Histogram of events and incidents to 
prevent future incidents.

Metadata indexing and integration of 
POS and ATM transaction data.

Power management of surveillance equipment and 
advance noti�cation of potential equipment faults 
including IP cameras. 

VNS o�ers BanKIT solution with advanced analytics for multiple facets of banking operations, 
ranging from ATMs to branch o�ces, cash centers to data center and corporate operations to 

mobile banking operations. 

Combining the best in IP camera breed, cyber secure network switches with highly advance VMS 
and smart analytics, using deep learning and arti�cial intelligence, VNS BanKIT solution can adopt 

to di�erent physical environments of any banking operation and provide valuable data for bank 
managers and marketing teams to improve, security, operational e�ciency and attractiveness of their 

environment for the bene�t of attracting more customers

Limitless scalability of video 
management system and video content 
analytics.

Video analytics with built in Ai that 
provides actionable intelligence.

Security cockpit to trace VMS and 
server activities.

Scalable hardware and software for 
future proo�ng.

Automatic report generation based on data from VMS, 
analytics and external sensors.

Financial institutions are prime targets for criminals across the globe.  With an aim to help banks �ght and deter 
sophisticated criminals, VNS team consisting of SME’s, IT and �nancial security experts have developed a 
specialized BanKIT video surveillance solution. The BanKIT solution also help banks meet the compliance 
requirements of the authorities having jurisdiction, such as SAMA and Central Banks. 

Criminals are continuously discovering new ways to hack into security systems, steal from ATM or commit 
other �nancial frauds, therefore it is vital for bank security solutions to be highly reliable but also 
physically and virtually secure. 

With our highly advanced iCat analytic suite combined with sMart Data 
Warehouse many business intelligence initiatives can be accomplished, 
based on time & motion study and observing, customer �ow, engagement 
level, peak times, customer counting and other parameters.

Our powerful and robust Observer VMS can be deployed across multiple 
servers and at the Main Control Center allowing multiple and concurrent 
user rights as necessary to manage and control thousands of ATMs and 
branches with limitless cameras.  The Observer VMS bene�ts are second to 
none in the industry and provide highest value for Banks due to its special 
banking package and its ability to generate business intelligence data to 
improve Bank’s pro�tability.  

VNS BanKIT is specially developed for �nancial sector customers and has been proven highly bene�-
cial to our customers including a major European bank. 

VNS o�ers the most advance, robust & best value solution to help �nancial institutions face branch & 
retail banking(ATM) security challenges and to comply with regulatory requirements, such as SAMA. 



With an aim to build strong trust and 
create long term partnership with our 
customers, we have aligned our business 
model to serve our customers with integri-
ty, transparency and unmatched support.  

We keep our promises beyond what we 
put on paper, it’s a verbal contract we aim 
to deliver to you that builds accord and our 
strong conviction.

VNS o�ers most revolutionary innovation on product  reliability for 
Banking applications with smart and intelligent features, included 
in our BanKIT solution: 

True Wide Dynamic Range pinhole HD IP cameras, for 
ATM applications.

True Wide Dynamic Range ONVIF compatible HD 
cameras for bank lobbies where lighting condition 
di�er vastly. 

Bright Light Compensation cameras for drive up 
ATMs to capture car number plates. 

Smart IR that does not wash out facial features and 
provide evidential quality video capture during 
darkness. 
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